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Links of a Chain Remote Influencing (RI) affirmation.

By Anand V Sule

One of the affirmations I had written in my book, 'The Remote Influencer 2', is the links of a chain 
affirmation:

'Like links of a chain, through Remote Influencing (RI), we are connected to positive people, 
events, situations and outcome'. 

I had my book published in 2008. I had written about the links of chain back in 2002. I did not put it
into print though until I had written my book. I had sensed the potential of 'chains' quite some time 
before block chain had been created. 

What I have found through my RI practices, is that my RI system is connected and interconnected 
in a virtually infinite loop of sorts. My RI system is made up of 6 RI focusing points, 29 Keys to 
success - the 29 keys is one of the 6 RI focusing points. The infinity symbol is one of the 6 RI 
focusing points. The RI system is also made up of unique techniques, methods and philosophies. 
These too are connected and interconnected and they link to each other too.

For example, I have seen how some of the research articles I had collected can be linked with other 
research articles so as to come up with a new idea based upon these connections. I have seen many 
links and connections being made through my RI work. I keep one of my chains on a desk nearest 
to my workstation. I have found that my creative energies are given a boost when I look at the 
chain, when I say the affirmation aloud or in my mind, when I touch and/or hold the chain in my 
hands.
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The product name of the consulting, coaching and training services I am going to be providing, 
relating to the Remote Influencing chain, will be:

The Remote Influencer Chain – TRIC

E mail me for more info on TRIC.

Anand.sule@projecttheremoteinfluencer.org

anand@schooloftheremoteinfluencer.com

themasterteacher22@gmail.com
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